
Evaluating the Relationships Instantiated bySemanti Assoiates of VerbsAlissa Melinger and Sabine Shulte im WaldePsyholinguistis and Computational LinguistisSaarland UniversitySaarbr�uken, GermanyAbstratThis work is onerned with an investigation of semantiassoiations. We performed an eliitation task where na-tive speakers were asked to spontaneously list semantiassoiations for German verbs. The eliited oneptualknowledge was then given ontologial struture based onodes from the psyholinguisti taxonomy GermaNet aswell as linguisti funtions obtained from statistial or-pus parses. The investigation is direted towards dis-overing and speifying the strutural and oneptualtypes of verb assoiations, stemming from an interest inbetter haraterizing semanti assoiates.IntrodutionIn psyholinguisti researh, a fundamental goal is to un-derstand how linguisti meaning is represented and a-essed in the ourse of language understanding and pro-dution. To this end, several paradigms have been devel-oped over the years to investigate the nature of semantior oneptual networks. Early results demonstrated thatword reognition is sped up by the prior presentation of asemantially related word. For example, the reognitionof the target word bread is faster when it is preeded bythe semanti assoiate butter ompared to the unrelateddotor (Meyer and Shvaneveldt, 1971). Likewise, un-related primes whih share oneptual neighbours withthe target an also inuene response times, e.g., winterfailitates the reognition of swim, mediated via summer(Seidenberg et al., 1984). These results impliate an in-triate network of semanti relations that are ativatedin the ourse of word reognition, f. Collins and Loftus(1975).In the literature on semanti priming, several typesof relationships an be distinguished, suh as seman-ti assoiates (bread-butter), unassoiated ategory typerelations (pig-dog), funtional relations (broom-oor),et. Assoiative relatedness reets the likelihood thata word is alled to mind by another word. It is as-sumed to reet word o-ourrene probabilities ratherthan the organization of semanti memory, f. Plaut(1995); MKoon and Ratli� (1992). This assumption issupported by observed orrelations between assoiativestrength and word o-ourrene in large language or-pora (Spene and Owens, 1990). These �ndings havetherefore been taken as an argument against the useof assoiates in investigations of semanti memory, e.g.,MRae et al. (1997).

A further argument against the use of assoiates inthe investigation of semanti memory is that free assoi-ation eliits a wide variety of assoiation types, inlud-ing synonyms (sofa - ouh), ategory oordinates (sofa- hair), words with high transitional probabilities intext orpora (private - property), personal reolletions(biyle - dad), super- and subordinate relations (sofa- furniture), et. (MRae and Boisvert, 1998; MKoonand Ratli�, 1992). This heterogeneity of response typemakes it diÆult to determine what aspets of meaningmight be relevant to the priming e�et.These objetions to the use of assoiation norms raiseinteresting questions. Spei�ally, exatly what typesof relations are evoked by the free assoiation task and,if assoiations reet o-ourrene frequenies, do as-soiates orrespond to partiular funtional roles of thetarget verb? To address these questions, we ombinean investigation of semanti assoiates with lexial re-soures from omputational linguistis, with a �rst goalof determining the semanti relations and linguisti fun-tions of speakers' eliited onepts with respet to thetarget verb.In the following setion we present a method for eli-iting assoiated onepts whih will serve as the datasoure for the feature exploration to follow. The eliita-tion proedure asked partiipants to provide their asso-iations to German verbs.Assoiate Eliitation MethodPartiipants: 298 native German speakers partiipatedin the eliitation proedure. They reeived no monetaryompensation but one individual was randomly seletedto reeive a 25Euro gift erti�ate for Amazon.Materials: 330 verbs were seleted for the study. Theywere drawn from a variety of semanti lasses inlud-ing verbs of self-motion (e.g., gehen `walk', shwim-men `swim'), transfer of possession (e.g., kaufen `buy',kriegen `reeive'), ause (e.g., verbrennen `burn', re-duzieren `redue'), experiening (e.g., lahen `laugh',hassen `hate', �uberrashen `surprise'), ommuniation(e.g., reden `talk', beneiden `envy'), et. Drawing verbsfrom di�erent ategories was intended only to ensurethat the eliitation overed a wide variety of verb types;the inlusion of any verb into any partiular verb lasswas ahieved in part with referene to prior verb las-si�ation work, e.g., Levin (1993) but also on intuitive



grounds. It is not ritial for the subsequent analyses.The frequenies of the verbs were heked using a Ger-man statistial grammar trained on 35 million words(Shulte im Walde, 2003). The 330 verbs were dividedinto 6 separate presentation lists of 55 verbs eah. Eahlist ontained verbs from eah grossly de�ned semantilass. The verbs were also divided suh that the lists hadequivalent overall frequeny distributions.Proedure: The eliitation study was administeredeletronially over the Internet. The program was om-patible with most browsers and platforms. When parti-ipants loaded the eliitation page, they were �rst askedfor their biographial information, suh as linguisti ex-pertise, age and regional aent. Next, the partiipantwas presented with instrutions for the eliitation studyand an example item set. Partiipants liked on an `ok'button to indiate that they had understood the instru-tions and that they were ready to proeed.Eah trial onsisted of a verb presented in a box atthe top of the sreen. Below the verb was a series ofdata input lines where partiipants ould type their as-soiations. They were instruted to type at most oneword per line and, following German grammar, to dis-tinguish nouns from other parts of speeh with apital-isation. Partiipants had 30 se. per verb to type asmany assoiations as they ould. After this time limit,the program automatially advaned to the next trial.There was a 2 se. pause between trials to prevent re-sponse spillover between trials. In total, we olleteddata for 16,445 trials; eah trial eliited an average of5.16 assoiate responses with a range of 0-16. In sum weolleted over 80,000 non-unique target-response pairs.One the study began, it ould not be stopped orpaused, nor ould partiipants return to prior trials withthe `bak' button. At the end of the study the data wasautomatially saved to an individually named �le ande-mailed to the �rst author.Data Preparation: Eah ompleted data set ontainsthe bakground information of the partiipant, followedby the list of target verbs. Eah target verb is pairedwith a list of assoiations, in the order in whih the par-tiipant provided the assoiates. For the analyses to fol-low, we pre-proessed all data sets in the following way:For eah target verb, we quanti�ed over all responsesin the study, disregarding the partiipant's bakgroundand the order of the assoiates. Table 1 lists the mostfrequent responses for the verbs abhauen `walk o�', andklagen `omplain'.Linguisti Analysis of Eliited ConeptsThe verb assoiations were investigated on three linguis-ti issues. We were interested in the type of relation-ship typial assoiates established with the target verb:whether verb responses refer to partiular semanti re-lations (suh as synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms), andwhether noun responses are typial argument holders ofverb valeny. To address these questions, we ondutedthe following three analyses:

Table 1: Most frequently provided responses (and theirresponse frequenies) for two sample target verbs.abhauen klagenFluht esape 12 Geriht ourt 19weglaufen run away 12 jammern moan 18Angst fear 10 weinen ry 13iehen esape 10 Anwalt lawyer 11wegrennen run away 9 Rihter judge 9rennen run 6 Klage omplaint 7�uhten esape 6 Leid su�ering 6shnell quikly 6 Trauer mourning 61. In a preliminary step, we distinguished the responseswith respet to the major part-of-speeh tags: nouns,verbs, adjetives and adverbs.2. For eah response lassi�ed as a verb, we looked upthe semanti relation between the target and responseusing the lexial taxonomy GermaNet (Kunze, 2000).3. For eah response lassi�ed as a noun, we investigatedthe kinds of linguisti funtions that are realized bythe assoiate with respet to the target verb. Theanalysis is based on an empirial grammar model.Morpho-Syntati Analysis onPart-of-Speeh TagsEah assoiate of the target verb was assigned its (pos-sibly ambiguous) part-of-speeh. The assignment wasbased on a mahine-readable ditionary with informationon word forms, parts-of-speeh tags and lemmas. When-ever a word in the ditionary is morphologially ambigu-ous with respet to its part-of-speeh or lemma, it onsti-tutes a separate ditionary entry. Originally, the ditio-nary distinguished approximately 50 morpho-syntatiategories, but we only onsidered the major ategoriesverb (V), noun (N), adjetive (ADJ) and adverb (ADJ),disregarding ase, number and gender features. Ambi-guities between these ategories arise e.g., in the aseof nominalized verbs (e.g., Rauhen `smoke', Vergn�ugen`please/pleasure'), where the partiipant ould have in-tended either a verb or noun, or in the ase of pastpartiiples (e.g., vershlafen `slept/sleep') or in�nitives(e.g., �uberlegen `onsider/superior'), where the partii-pant ould have intended either a verb or an adjetive.Having assigned part-of-speeh tags to the assoiates,we an distinguish and quantify the morpho-syntatiategories of the responses. When the response wasnon-ambiguous, the unique part-of-speeh reeived thetotal target-response frequeny; when the response wasambiguous, the target-response frequeny was split overthe possible part-of-speeh tags. As the result of this�rst analysis, we an speify the frequeny and proba-bility distributions for the part-of-speeh tags for eahverb and also in total. Table 2 presents the total num-bers and spei� verb examples. Partiipants produednoun assoiates in the lear majority of instanes, 62%;verbs are given in 25% of the responses, adjetives in11%, adverbs almost never (2%). This average patternvaries, of ourse, with respet to spei� verbs.



Table 2: Total frequenies and proportions of all eliitedonepts lassi�ed into the four major parts-of-speeh.Proportions for spei� target examples also provided.V N ADJ ADVTotal Freq 19.863 48.905 8.510 1.268Total Prob 25% 62% 11% 2%aufh�oren `stop' 49% 39% 4% 6%aufregen `be upset' 22% 54% 21% 0%baken `bake' 7% 86% 6% 1%bemerken `realize' 52% 31% 12% 2%d�unken `seem' 46% 30% 18% 1%�ustern `whisper' 19% 43% 37% 0%nehmen `take' 60% 31% 3% 2%radeln `bike' 8% 84% 6% 2%shreiben `write' 14% 81% 4% 1%wundern `be surprised' 30% 35% 31% 1%Semanti Relations of Verb AssoiatesTo determine whih types of relationships are typiallyinstantiated between target and response verbs, we usedthe lexial semanti taxonomy GermaNet (Kunze, 2000),the German ounterpart of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).The lexial database is inspired by psyholinguisti re-searh on semanti memory. The resoure organizesnouns, verbs, adjetives and adverbs into lasses of syn-onyms (synsets), whih are onneted by lexial and on-eptual relations. The GermaNet version from Otober2001 ontains 6,904 verbs and de�nes the semanti rela-tions synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy/hyponymy, en-tailment, ause, and also see between verbs or verbsynsets. (Also see is an underspei�ed assoiation whihaptures relationships other than the preeding standardones. For example, sparen `save' is related to haushalten`budget' by also see.) The hypernym-hyponym relationimposes a multi-level hierarhial struture on the taxon-omy. Words with several senses are assigned to multiplelasses.Based on the GermaNet relations, we ould distinguishbetween di�erent kinds of verb assoiations eliited fromspeakers. For example, the response hetzen for hasten(both meaning: `rush') are synonyms of eah other, butthe response bewegen `move' is a hypernym for verbs suhas rennen `run', rollen `roll', ie�en `oat'. With thesedistintions, we an identify the relations established bythe verb onepts evoked by the target verbs.Our analysis proeeded as follows. For eah verb as-soiate, we looked up the semanti relation between thetarget and response verbs as oded in GermaNet: Foreah pair of target and response verbs, we looked upwhether any semanti relation is de�ned between anyof the synsets the verbs belong to. For example, if thetarget verb rennen is in synsets a and b, and the re-sponse verb bewegen is in synsets  and d, we deter-mined whether there is any semanti relation betweenthe synsets a and , a and d, b and , b and d. Twoverbs belonging to the same synset are synonymous. Thesemanti relations are quanti�ed by the target-responsepair frequenies, e.g., if 12 partiipants provided the as-soiation bewegen `move' for rennen `run', the hyper-

nymy relation is quanti�ed by the token frequeny 12. Ifthe target and the response verb are both in GermaNet,but there is no relation between their synsets, then theverbs do not bear any kind of semanti relation. If eitherof them is not in GermaNet, we annot make any state-ment about the verb-verb relationship. Nine perent ofour data falls into this unknown ategory. Table 3 showsthe number of semanti relations enoded in the 2001GermaNet version, and the token frequenies and prob-abilities of their instantiations in our data. For example,there are 19,424 ases of hypernymy-hyponymy de�nedbetween the verbs in GermaNet. Among our target-verbresponse pairs, 2,807 orresponded to this de�ned set ofrelated verbs, whih aounts for 14% of all our verb re-sponses. Again, the distributions vary with respet tothe individual verbs. For example, the aspetual verbaufh�oren `stop' was mostly assoiated with antonymssuh as anfangen `begin', and weitermahen `go on', andhypernyms suh as enden `end'; shreiben `write' wasmainly assoiated with hyponyms suh as tippen `type',aufshreiben `write down' and kritzeln `sribble'; aufre-gen `be upset' was mainly assoiated with synonyms suhas �argern `be angry' and nerven `annoy'.Table 3 shows that a remarkable number of the verb-verb assoiations eliited in our study (54%) do not or-respond to a semanti relation de�ned in GermaNet.This failure to apture eliited verb relations stems fromtwo main soures; on the one hand, we �nd a larger vari-ety of verb relations among the assoiates than the las-sial relations de�ned in GermaNet (e.g., impliation,ausality, temporal relation, see the General Disussionfor more details), and on the other hand work on theGermaNet taxonomy is not yet �nished.Table 3: Total frequeny of eah semanti relation typein GermaNet, token frequeny of eah relation in ourdata set and the proportion of our data aptured byeah relation type. GermaNet Freq ProbSynonymy 4,633 1,194 6%Antonymy 571 252 1%Hypernymy 19,424 2,807 14%Hyponymy 19,424 3,016 16%Cause 236 49 0%Entailment 15 0 0%Also see 2 0 0%No relation - 10,509 54%Unknown ases - 1,726 9%A more detailed inspetion of the semanti relationsprovides some insight into target verb properties. For ex-ample, target verbs with synonym assoiates are ratherhigh frequeny verbs (and therefore oneptually moregeneral), suh as bekommen `reeive', gehen `go', laufen`run'; target verbs with antonym assoiations tend tobe aspetual or hange of state verbs, suh as anfan-gen `begin', einfrieren `freeze', shmelzen `melt'. Tar-get verbs with hypernym assoiates tend to be ratherspei�, suh as eint�uten `bag', h�upfen `hop', shlur-fen `su�e', while target verbs with hyponym assoiates



tend to be rather general, suh as denken `think', sagen`say', wahrnehmen `observe'; target verbs with ause as-soiates are transfer and hange of state verbs, suh asformen `form', legen `plae', t�oten `kill'. So far, theseinsights are based rather on intuitive omparisons; or-relation analyses are planned to further investigate thegeneralizability of these impressions. However, it ap-pears that the obtained ontologial data ould be veryuseful for onduting ontrolled priming studies in whihdi�erent types of assoiative relations are ontrasted.The analysis with GermaNet is onsistent with theview that normed assoiates reet word o-ourrenefrequenies. Indeed, if many unrelated verb-verb pairsreet impliations, ause/e�et and temporally linkedevents, we may well �nd that verb-verb pairs often o-our in texts, for example in adjaent lauses. To inves-tigate this possibility, we returned to our 35 million wordorpus and searhed for target-response o-ourrenesin three searh windows of 5/20/50 words to the left andright of the target word. Note that this is a weak es-timate of o-ourrene as a target-response pairs needonly o-our one time in the orpus to positively on-tribute to the analysis. We also evaluated o-ourrenelikelihood for just the �rst response provided to eahverb, rather than the entire set of responses. Table 4shows the perentage of verb responses that o-ourwith their respetive target verbs in the moderate win-dow of 20 words. For responses whih were apturedby GermaNet (positive ases), 75% of all verb responsesappeared in the searh window. For responses not ex-pressing GermaNet relations (negative ases), 46% werefound in the searh window. Thus, 43% of all verb as-soiate responses were not found in the searh window.Furthermore, a full third of the verb responses were notaptured by either the analysis with GermaNet or thesearh window. As Table 4 shows, this pattern persistsif we onsider only the �rst response provided to eahtarget rather than the entire response set, whih inludesidiosynrati singleton responses. Even the strongest as-soiates reet GermaNet relations only 55% of the timeand they our in the searh window only 64% of thetime.Table 4: Perentage of verb responses aptured (posi-tive) and not aptured (negative) by GermaNet foundin a 20 word searh windows.All Responses positive (37%) negative (63%) all75% 46% 57%First Response positive (55%) negative (45%) all79% 46% 64%This result presents a hallenge to those researherswho hold that assoiate eliitation reets word-formo-ourrenes. However, the majority of researh intosemanti memory and word reognition has investigatednoun-noun relationships, e.g., Spene and Owens (1990);Moss et al. (1995); MRae et al. (1997); Meyer andShvaneveldt (1971). It ould be assumed that verb-

noun pairs would o-our textually if assoiates reettypial argument �llers of the verbs. We investigate thispoint in the next setion.Syntax-Semanti Funtionsof Noun AssoiatesWe investigated the kinds of linguisti funtions that arerealized by noun assoiates of the target verbs. Thisanalysis utilizes a German statistial grammar frame-work: Shulte im Walde (2003) developed a ontext-freegrammar for German, with the goal of obtaining reli-able lexial information on verbs. Work onentrated onde�ning linguisti strutures whih are relevant to lexi-al verb information, espeially subategorisation. Themanually de�ned grammar was trained by lexialized pa-rameter estimation, using 35 million words of a largeGerman newspaper orpus from the 1990s. The result-ing grammar model ontains quantitative information onlexialized linguisti funtions, and head-head relation-ships.With respet to verb subategorisation, the empiri-al grammar ontains frequeny distributions of verbsfor 178 subategorisation frame types, inluding prepo-sitional phrase information and frequeny distributionsof verbs for nominal argument �llers. For example, theverb baken `bake' appeared 80 times with an intransi-tive frame and 109 times with a transitive frame, sub-ategorising for a diret objet. With a total orpusfrequeny of 240, this orresponds to 33% for the in-transitive and 45% for the transitive frame. The mostfrequent nouns subategorized as diret objet in thetransitive frame are Br�othen `rolls' (37%), Brot `bread'(17%), Kuhen `ake' (14%), Pl�atzhen `ookies' (8%),and Wa�el `wa�e' (5%).We used the grammar information to look up the syn-tati relationships whih exist between a target verband a response noun. For example, the noun asso-iates Kuhen `ake', Brot `bread', Pl�atzhen `ookies'and Br�othen `rolls' assoiated with baken `bake' ap-peared not only as the verb's diret objets (as illus-trated above), but also as intransitive subjets; Pizzaappeared only as a diret objet, and B�aker `baker',B�akerei `bakery' and Mutter `mother' appeared only astransitive subjets. The verb-noun relationships whihwere found in the grammar were then quanti�ed bythe verb-noun assoiation frequeny, and divided by thenumber of di�erent relationships found in the grammarfor the spei� lexeme pair (to aount for the ambiguityrepresented by multiple relationships). For example, thenoun Kuhen was eliited 45 times as response to bake,the grammar ontains the noun both as diret objet andas intransitive subjet for that verb, so both funtionswere assigned a frequeny of 22.5.We then aumulated the verb-assoiation frequeniesfor all nouns with a spei� relationship, e.g., for the in-transitive subjets, we summed over the empirial asso-iation evidene for Kuhen, Brot, Pl�atzhen, Br�othen.The result is frequeny and probability distributions forthe linguisti funtions for eah target verb, i.e. for eahverb we an determine whih linguisti funtions were a-



Figure 1: Frequenies of assoiates as slot �llers.tivated by how many nouns. Abstrating over the verbsprovides the distributions for the general ase, i.e. itprovides an empirial measure of the linguisti funtionsof our noun assoiations.Examining the overall frequeny distribution forlinguisti relationships, we disovered that only 11frame-slot ombinations were represented by more than1% of the noun tokens: subjets in the intransi-tive, transitive (with diret objet, indiret objet,or prepositional phrase) and ditransitive frames; thediret objet slot in the transitive and ditransitiveframes as well as in the diret objet plus PP frame;the indiret objet in the ditransitive frames and theobjet of the preposition Dat:in for dative (loative) `in'frames. The frequeny proportions are illustrated in Fig-ure 1, with the x-axis referring to the frame-slot ombi-nations and the y-axis to the assoiation frequenies. Asthis Figure shows, there was a strong tendeny for speak-ers to produe assoiates whih are �llers of either thediret objet of the transitive frame or the subjet of theintransitive frame. The overlap of noun assoiates withorpus-based verb preferenes illustrates that to a er-tain extent speakers had oneptual roles for the targetverbs in mind when they provided the assoiates.As with the verb responses, we now investigatewhether the noun responses typially o-our with thetarget verb. We apply the same window analysis de-sribed for the verb responses, looking again at all nounresponses and only the �rst provided response in sepa-rate analyses. Table 5 shows that, ontrary to the re-eived view, only half of the noun responses o-ourwith their target verb in the 20 word window. Further-more, for those responses whih do not orrespond toan argument role �ller, only 37% of the responses arefound in the searh window. The overage of the searhwindow improves somewhat when only the �rst noun re-sponse for eah target verb is onsidered, as shown inTable 5. Here, overall overage inreases to 69%, andhalf of the non-argument noun responses are found in the

20 word window. However, 31% of the strongest asso-iates are not in the searh window whih ontradits thelaim that assoiation norms reet word o-ourrenefrequenies.Table 5: Perentage of all noun responses, both enod-ing a grammatial funtion (positive) and not (negative)found in a 20 word searh window.All responses positive (28%) negative (72%) all95% 37% 54%First response positive (26%) negative (74%) all96% 48% 69%Disussion and OutlookThis paper was onerned with an investigation of spon-taneous semanti assoiations. Our aim was to iden-tify whih oneptual roles are aptured by speakers'eliited onepts. To this end, we used existing lexi-al resoures to determine semanti relations and lin-guisti funtions of response words with respet to thetarget verbs. The analyses resulted in ontologial andfuntional struture for approximately 40%/30% of thetarget-response pairs. Additionally, an examination ofthe o-ourrene of target-response pairs in a large or-pus of written German revealed that the reeived wis-dom about what normed assoiates reet may be wrong.The insights into the kinds of related onepts eliited byfree assoiation norms should prove useful for researhersinterested in further distinguishing types of relatednessin a non-ad ho fashion.Insight into the nature of normed assoiations analso be gleaned from an examination of whih kindsof responses are not aptured by our analyses. Forexample, do the majority of missing links in our Ger-maNet analysis orrespond to lassi semanti relations(whih are not yet instantiated), or more interestingly,does free assoiation produe non-lassi semanti re-lations? As already mentioned, some missing links inour data refer to ausal relations between verbs (e.g.,the target verb abst�urzen `rash' evokes the assoiatefallen `fall', shwitzen `sweat' evokes stinken `stink'),impliations (e.g., setzen `seat' ! sitzen `sit'), or syn-onyms/hypernyms of infrequent verbs (e.g., gluksen`hortle' ! lahen `laugh', paddeln `paddle' ! rud-ern `row'). A large number of missing relations re-fer to a temporal order of states and events, (e.g.,adressieren `address' ! shreiben `write' and shiken`send', abst�urzen `rash'! klettern `limb'). Thus, whilesome relations ould be integrated into the urrent Ger-maNet framework (exluding from onsideration the po-tential purview of the also see relation), many fall out-side the sope of traditional semanti relations.Mathing noun assoiates with oneptual roles in thestatistial grammar only overed 28% of all eliited nom-inal assoiations (quanti�ed by response frequeny) andonly 26% of the �rst responses. For the remaining 72%of all responses, the grammar does not provide linguis-ti funtions. On the one hand, this is due to the fat



that the grammar is trained on newspaper data, andtherefore biased to use newspaper-related words, sub-ategorisation frames, and oneptual roles.1 More im-portantly, the oneptual roles of the noun assoiatesare obviously not restrited to arguments of the targetverbs. For example, frequent nouns for the verb baken`bake' are Ofen `oven' (referring to the typial devie forbaking), Mehl `our' (referring to a typial substane forbaking), Weihnahten `Christmas' (referring to a typi-al oasion for baking), and Teig `dough' (referring toa typial stage of the baking produt). These kinds ofnoun assoiates ful�ll oneptual roles whih are not ap-tured by subategorisation.Although our analyses do not provide omplete ov-erage even of our strongly assoiated pairs, we do notview our results as diretly oniting with prior �ndingswhih showed that assoiates o-our in texts. Rather,our analyses provide another measure whih suggests amore onservative relationship between assoiates andlexial o-ourrene. For example, prior work fousedon noun-noun assoiations (Spene and Owens, 1990;MKoon and Ratli�, 1992), while we examined bothverb-verb and verb-noun pairs. Spene and Owens' priorresults were also based on an investigation of a small setof optimized stimulus-response pairs onsisting largely ofnear synonyms (e.g., house-home) and noun pairs whihonjoin into single NPs (e.g., bread & butter). For suh asmall optimized set of assoiates, it is not surprising thatthey found their pairs o-ourred more often than unre-lated words. In our study, we examined the funtional,ontologial and o-ourrene relations of all stimulus-response pairs provided by our partiipants. Our resultspoint to the possibility that prior �ndings do not gen-eralize to other assoiates. In sum, our results are notdiretly omparable to prior approahes but do pointto a very di�erent onlusion, namely that lexial o-ourrene and assoiation norms do not index the samerelationship.To onlude, our analysis provides a detailed break-down of the types of relations that are evoked by targetverbs during a assoiation eliitation task. Furthermore,ontrary to the ommonly held view that speakers pro-due assoiates whih o-our with the target word inlinguisti ontexts, our analyses reveal that the major-ity of responses did not our in the extended linguis-ti ontext. This �nding poses a hallenge to the viewthat assoiative priming e�ets are driven by spreadingativation between ommonly o-ourring lexial itemsrather than due to spreading ativation at the oneptuallevel between related onepts.ReferenesCollins, A. M. and Loftus, E. F. (1975). A spreading-ativation theory of semanti proessing. PsyhologialReview, 82:407{428.1Roland and Jurafsky (1998) showed that word senses andsubategorisation frames strongly vary with respet to theorpus.
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